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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OPENING STATEMENT
Cape Town Cycle Tour (CTCT) is the world’s largest timed cycling event with 35 000 entrants
contributing R450m to the economy annually. Days before CTCT 2015, fires closed sections of
the 109km route – something which contingency plans could not account for. Four days before
Race Day, CTCT organisers – the Cape Town Cycle Tour Trust – announced a shortened 47km
circular route.
The Phoenix Partnership deployed a crisis communications campaign, the
“Showyoucaresolidarityride”, to inform stakeholders and encourage participation. It achieved
an overwhelmingly positive response, uniting participants to salute the fire fighters and
ensuring that CTCT 2015 remained the world’s largest timed cycling event.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
This crisis communications campaign was developed and implemented by The Phoenix
Partnership (TPP) for the Western Cape-based public benefit organisation, the Cape Town
Cycle Tour Trust (CTCTT) whose goal it is to raise R11 million (direct) and R40 million (indirect)
for charity and to boost the local economy.
The last minute cancellation of the 2015 tour would have diminished this contribution and
detracted from the iconic CTCT brand. Yet devastating fires raged in the Southern Peninsula
days before CTCT 2015, leaving sections of the 109km route dangerous for riders; and
stakeholders uncertain as to whether the event would take place. Four days before Race Day,

the CTCTT announced a shortened 47km circular route as an alternative to the traditional
109km route.
As the official CTCT media office, TPP developed a crisis communications campaign which had
to be implanted so as not to detract from the CTCT brand, and to ensure the mass participation
needed to uphold CTCT’s status as the world’s the largest timed cycling event.
TPP positioned CTCT 2015 as the #Showyoucaresolidarityride, encouraging participants to
unite, participate and celebrate Cape Town’s fighting spirit.
METHODOLOGY
Campaign objectives:
 To inform all stakeholders that 2015 CTCT would continue as the
“showyoucaresolidarityride”;
 To encourage riders to participate despite the shortened route to ensure the mass
participation needed to uphold CTCT’s status as the world’s the largest timed cycling event.
Audiences:
 Politicians, officials;
 Disaster management and emergency services;
 Organisers;
 Sponsors and their activation agencies;
 Charities;
 Participants;
 Spectators and citizens of Cape Town – especially those living near the route.
Crisis communications actions:
 Media conference;
 Media statements, releases and spokesperson interviews;
 Audio clips / sound bites;
 Social media updates;
 Website updates;
 Email and sms notifications.
Conduits:
 Newswires;
 Newspapers;
 Radio;
 Television;
 Online media;
 CTCT website;
 Facebook;
 Twitter;
 Direct communication by the Cycle Tour Race Office through SMS and Email.
Messages:
 The 2015 CTCT continues as the #Showyoucaresolidarityride;





It will comprise a shortened 47km circular route;
Participate despite the short route to show solidarity with Cape Town’s fire fighters;
A CTCT bank account exists for donations to the fire fighters.

EXECUTION
As the crisis management plan did not allow time for pre-planning, a detailed implementation
timeline is provided with the full submission. In summary, execution entailed:
Sunday, 01 March 2015:
- Fires start in the Southern Peninsula of the Western Cape.
Monday, 02 March 2015:
- Event organisers and City / Provincial officials monitor the situation and start to consider
alternatives for CTCT 2015;
- TPP drafts and issues a media statement for all print, online and broadcast media to
announce awareness of the situation, that alternative routes are being considered, and that
a final decision will be announced by Wednesday, 4 March 2015;
- Extensive use is made of the CTCT website, Facebook and Twitter (supported by ongoing
community management) to communicate the same message;
- TPP handles all media enquiries and multiple media interviews are secured for the CTCT
spokesperson, David Bellairs.
Tuesday, 03 March 2015:
- Event organisers and officials continue to monitor the situation;
- TPP continues to handle all media enquiries, communicating the messaging reflected in the
media statement of Monday, 02 March 2015;
- TPP continues to conduct ongoing social media community management;
- TPP drafts and issues a media release announcing CTCT’s fundraising initiative in support of
Cape Town’s fire fighters and volunteers and offering details of the bank account for
donations.
Wednesday, 04 March 2015:
- TPP calls a media conference;
- In consultation with CTCTT and the event co-naming rights sponsors, TPP drafts a media
release for dissemination directly after the media conference;
- TPP conducts media facilitation at – and after – the conference (including live TV crossings);
updates the CTCT website and social media platforms; and conducts ongoing community
management;
- In consultation with CTCTT, TPP conceptualises the #Showyoucaresolidarityride campaign
and kick-starts the crisis communication campaign roll-out.
Thursday, 05 March 2015:
- TPP facilitates media interviews for media unable to attend the previous day’s conference;
- TPP conducts ongoing social media community management.

EVALUATION
 Despite a vastly shortened route, close to 34,000 riders participated in the
#Showyoucaresolidarityride to demonstrate that all crisis campaign messages were
successfully and timeously communicated to the right target audiences and ;
 The crisis campaign ensured that the iconic CTCT retained its status as the world’s largest,
timed cycling event;
 The media conference invitation was sent to media at 12pm on 4 March (four days before
Race Day) and took place at 6pm at The Cullinan Hotel on the same day. It was attended by
more than 15 media including key media such as ENCA; Eye Witness News; ANN7; Cape
Argus; Cape Times; Die Burger; The Times; Weekend Argus; News24; Cape Town Tourism;
Bicycling SA; Ride Magazine; The Hub; Modern Cyclist; Full Sus Magazine;
 Live television crossings were done to ANN7 and ENCA news channels during the media
conference;
 #Showyoucaresolidarityride was Cape Town’s second biggest Twitter trend on the day of
the media conference;
 Driven by TPP’s up-to-the-minute social media updates and community management, social
media mentions about the route change (Facebook and Twitter) made up 39.8% of the total
volume of social media communications for the pre-race period;
 In four days, the #Showyoucaresolidarityride Twitter hashtag received 2 858 mentions,
almost on par with the official #CycleTour2015 Twitter hashtag (3 050 mentions) which had
been running since September 2014;
 6 803 social media brand mentions (Facebook & Twitter) were achieved for Cape Town
Cycle Tour around the route change announcement;
 Due to TPP’s #Showyoucaresolidarityride-positioning, social media responsiveness, and
careful managing of the crisis campaign messages, 90% of all social media brand mentions
were neutral, 9% were positive and only 1% was negative;
 Route announcement received more than 23 million opportunities-to-see on social media
(Facebook & Twitter);
 Total AVE exposure (1:1 value) of more than R14-million (social & traditional) was secured
in pitched coverage in five days: 4-8 March 2015. This made up 42% of the overall pitched
exposure secured for the 2015 event since September 2014.
 Over the space of four days, and following the dissemination of the official announcement
#Showyoucaresolidarityride media release, the following traditional media coverage was
achieved which informed audiences of the shortened route:
o 380 items of radio coverage, spanning 51 regional and national radio stations;
o 45 newspaper clippings, including a front page story in Cape Argus the day after the
media conference;
o 110 online articles, including top news sites like Eye Witness News, IOL, Times Live, as
well as top cycling / sport sites like Sport24, Bicycling, Ride and The Hub SA;
o 88 television inserts, with prime time slots on ENCA, ANN7 and SABC News.

SUBMISSION
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Introduction
Cape Town Cycle Tour (CTCT) is the world’s largest timed cycling event with 42,500 entrants
contributing R450m to the economy annually. Days before CTCT 2015, fires closed sections of
the 109km route – something for which contingency plans could not account. Four days before
Race Day, CTCT organisers – the Cape Town Cycle Tour Trust – announced a shortened 47km
circular route.
The Phoenix Partnership PR agency deployed a crisis communications campaign, the
“Showyoucaresolidarityride”, to inform stakeholders and encourage participation. It united
tour participants to salute the fire fighters and ensure that CTCT 2015 remained the world’s
largest timed cycling event.
Nature of the company for which the programme was conducted
CTCTT is a Public Benefit Organisation (PBO) whose primary goal is to raise money for charity.
Approximately R11m is distributed annually to two beneficiaries (Claremont Rotary and Pedal
Power Association), and more than R40m is raised by the nearly 130 charities who use the tour
as a platform to raise money for worthy initiatives. Cancellation of – or dramatic changes to –
the 2015 event would have negatively impacted on the economic contribution; social
investment; and on the iconic CTCT brand.
Specific opportunity / problem
A series of devastating fires raged in the Southern Peninsula days before CTCT 2015, leaving
organisers, participants, spectators, officials and other stakeholders uncertain as to whether
the event would take place.
Four days before Race Day, large sections of the traditional 109km route became inaccessible –
something for which contingency plans could not account. After collaboration with all
stakeholders, it was agreed that the CTCTT would stage the event on a shortened 47km circular
route.
As TPP is the official CTCT media office, a crisis communications campaign had to be devised
and implemented immediately to inform all stakeholders of the change in plan. It had to be
implanted in a manner which would not detract from the highly regarded CTCT brand, and that
would achieve the objective of ensuring mass participation to uphold CTCT’s status as the
world’s the largest timed cycling event.
In collaboration with all stakeholders, TPP carefully positioned CTCT 2015 as the
#Showyoucaresolidarityride encouraging participants to unite and celebrate Cape Town’s
fighting spirit.

Geographical area
Although Cycle Tour occurs in Cape Town, the impact of the Southern Peninsula fires was felt
throughout the country. As the world’s largest timed cycling event, Cycle Tour attracts
thousands of local and international visitors to the Mother City and the impact of the fires drew
worldwide media interest.

METHODOLOGY
1. Objectives
The main objectives for the “showyoucaresolidarityride” 2015 were:
 To encourage riders to participate despite the shortened 47km route;
 To unite in support of fire fighters in the #Showyoucaresolidarityride.
This was done by:
o Engaging with all role players before drafting and disseminating a media release
announcing the shortened route and launching the #Showyoucaresolidarityride
campaign;
o Hosting a media conference and inviting regional and national media to attend and
report on the story (including live social media updates and TV crossings);
o Arranging media interviews (radio and TV) for CTCTT Director, David Bellairs as the
key spokesperson to address any concerns or queries;
o Updating social media platforms (Twitter and Facebook) constantly with accurate
and confirmed messaging, and constant community management to deal with any
queries;
o Drafting and disseminating a media release announcing the dedicated bank account
which the CTCTT had opened specifically for this purpose and where participants,
spectators and anyone interested could make donations to support the efforts of
the fire fighters and volunteers.
1.1. Identification of target audiences, and their desired actions
 Traditional media (to communicate our messages to a wide range of individuals)
o Newspapers
o Radio
o Television
o Onlines
 Social media (to receive direct correspondence from the event and to share the updates
with their peers)
o Facebook
o Twitter
 Participants
 Sponsors
o Sponsor activations agencies
o Route activators
 Spectators
 Key influencers
o Active social media individuals

o Politicians
o Professional cyclists
o Celebrities
1.2. Message formulation
Key messages included:
 Confirm that the 2015 event is not cancelled;
 Announce the shortened 47km circular route and logistical implications;
 Introduce the #Showyoucaresolidarityride campaign to urge riders to still participate,
despite the shortened route, in support of the fire fighters and volunteers for their brave
efforts;
 Announce CTCTT’s dedicated bank account for the public to donate funds and raise money
for the fire fighters and volunteers.










1.3. Communication channels
Cape Town Cycle Tour website (as the primary source of information for participants and
media):
Direct communication by the Cycle Tour Race Office through SMS and Email;
Facebook;
Twitter;
Newswires;
Newspapers;
Television;
Radio;
Online (including international, news, lifestyle and cycling websites, and blogs).








1.4. Message vehicles
Media conference;
Media statements and releases;
Interviews;
Audio clips / sound bites;
Social media updates;
Website updates.



1.5. Consultation with management
Six hours prior to the media conference, TPP met with CTCTT’s directors and marketing
team, and the three co-naming rights sponsors – Cape Argus, Pick n Pay and Momentum –
to discuss the positioning of the 2015 event and to finalise / confirm preferred
communication around the shortened route and the #Showyoucaresolidarityride campaign.
David Bellairs – CTCTT Marketing, Media and Sponsorship Director – was identified as the
key spokesperson for the campaign.

2. Execution
2.1. Plan description & 2.2. Plan adjustments
As the crisis management plan did not allow any time for pre-planning, a detailed
timeline below indicates the implementation of the planning process:
Sunday, 01 March
Fires start raging in the Southern Peninsula
Monday, 02 March
09h00 – 12h00

12h00 – 13h30

12h00
13h30 – 17h00

Throughout the day

Throughout the day
from Monday, 02
March – Sunday, 08
March

Tuesday, 03 March
08h00 – 15h00

15h00 – 17h30

Tuesday, 03 March
at 17h30 –
Wednesday, 04

Event organisers meet with safety officials, disaster
management and City of Cape Town to assess the impact on
the traditional 109km route and to discuss potential
contingency plans / available options
Statement from the CTCTT drafted by TPP and issued to
media announcing awareness of the current situation, and
that alternative route plans are being considered by
authorities. Confirmation that a final decision in consultation
with all the stakeholders will be made by Wednesday, 04
March
Cape Town Cycle Tour website updated with official
statement regarding the awareness of the current situation
Radio interviews for David Bellairs to discuss the current
situation are managed by TPP, and a voice clip of the
statement is obtained and shared with national and regional
radio stations
Social media sites (Facebook and Twitter) are updated with
the official statement and constant community management
takes place
As the event’s official media office, a dedicated media enquiry
telephone line and email account is continuously managed.
TPP ensured that this was manned constantly throughout the
crisis communications campaign to update media with
confirmed statements and messages, as well as to facilitate all
media and interview requests
Event organisers meet with safety officials, disaster
management and City of Cape Town to assess the unfolding of
the fires as they worsened, and the increasing impact this has
on the traditional 109km route. Potential contingency plans /
available options are discussed
Press release announcing CTCTT’s fire fighting fundraising
initiative (dedicated bank account) drafted by TPP and
disseminated to regional and local media
Radio interviews for David Bellairs, to discuss the fundraising
initiative and to encourage donations, are managed by TPP

March at 17h00
17h30
Throughout the day

Cape Town Cycle Tour website updated with fundraising
initiative media release
Social media sites (Facebook and Twitter) are updated with
the fundraising initiative media release, and constant
community management takes place to encourage donations
and support

Wednesday, 04 March
08h00 – 12h00
Collaboration between event organisers and all key
stakeholders results in a decision to stage a shortened 47km
circular route down the M3
12h00 – 14h00
TPP conceptualises the #Showyoucaresolidarityride campaign
and kick-starts the crisis communication campaign roll-out
Media conference invitation drafted and disseminated by TPP
to regional and national media, and direct engagement with
media (including @mentioning specific media on Twitter)
takes place to ensure key media attendance

14h00 – 17h30

17h30 – 18h00

18h00 – 18h30

18h00 – 19h00

18h30 – 22h00

19h00 – 22h00

Social media sites (Facebook and Twitter) updated to confirm
the media conference and that an announcement will be
made later that day. Constant community management takes
place
In consultation with event organisers and co-naming rights
sponsors, a media release is drafted by TPP and approved by
David Bellairs before media conference starts
TPP prepares for the media conference by readying the press
release for dissemination, and loading Facebook, Twitter and
the Cycle Tour website to break with the story
TPP breaks the story with the official media release on Cycle
Tour’s website, Facebook page and Twitter profile, with
#Showyoucaresolidarityride the second biggest Twitter trend
in SA
Approved media release is disseminated by TPP to all media
(in attendance and broader)
Media conference takes place at The Cullinan Hotel in Cape
Town at which David Bellairs reads the official media release
to media (live TV crossings on ENCA and ANN7), event
organisers, sponsors and other key stakeholders. This is
followed by a Q&A session to address queries
Media requests for images, comment and additional
information are facilitated by TPP
Constant social media community management takes place
Radio, TV and print interviews for David Bellairs at the media
conference and thereafter are managed by TPP, including

some telephonic radio interviews from those not present
Thursday, 05 March – Sunday, 08 March
Daily
Radio, TV and print interviews for David Bellairs to discuss the
route change and #Showyoucaresolidarityride campaign are
managed by TPP
Daily
Social media sites (Facebook and Twitter) updated to
communicate the new route, logistics and
#Showyoucaresolidarityride, and constant community
management takes place
2.3 Difficulties encountered
During the period between the fires breaking out in the Southern Peninsula and announcing
the final decision about the shortened 2015 route, many media, participants and spectators
speculated about the status of CTCT 2015 – whether it would take on a completely new format,
distance and location, or whether it would be cancelled completely.
Speculation in traditional and on social media was rife, and this was carefully managed by TPP
(as the event’s official media office) through constant social media posts, ongoing community
management, open liaison with media in the form of the official statement (02 March), radio
interviews for David Bellairs, and the media conference and media release (04 March). This
maximised the volume of effective communication and accurate information relating to the
2015 route.
3. Evaluation
 Despite being 47km, CTCT 2015 remained the world’s largest timed cycling event with
34,000 participants.
 Media conference invite was sent out at 12pm on 4 March (four days before Race Day)
and took place at 6pm at The Cullinan Hotel on the same day. It was attended by more
than 15 media including ENCA; Eye Witness News; ANN7; Cape Argus; Cape Times; Die
Burger; The Times; Weekend Argus; News24; Cape Town Tourism; Bicycling SA; Ride
Magazine; The Hub; Modern Cyclist; Full Sus Magazine.
 Live television crossings to ANN7 and ENCA news channels during the media
conference.
 #Showyoucaresolidarityride was Cape Town’s second biggest Twitter trend on media
conference day.
 Social Media mentions about the route change (Facebook and Twitter) made up 39.8%
of the total volume for the pre-race period.
 In four days, the #Showyoucaresolidarityride Twitter hashtag received 2 858 mentions,
almost on par with the official #CycleTour2015 Twitter hashtag (3 050 mentions) which
had been running since September 2014.
 6 803 social media brand mentions (Facebook & Twitter) for Cape Town Cycle Tour
around the route change announcement.
 Of all social media brand mentions, 90% were neutral, 9% were positive and only 1%
was negative.
 Route announcement received more than 23 million opportunities-to-see on social
media (Facebook & Twitter).



Total AVE exposure value of nearly R20-million (social & traditional) achieved over the
space of five days: 4-8 March 2015. This made up 25% of the overall pitched exposure
secured for the 2015 event since September 2014.
 Over the space of four days, and following the dissemination of our official
announcement media release, the following traditional media coverage was achieved
which mentioned the shortened route:
o 380 items of radio coverage, spanning 51 regional and national radio stations;
o 45 newspaper clippings, including a front page story in Cape Argus the day after the
media conference;
o 110 online articles, including top news sites like Eye Witness News, IOL, Times Live,
as well as top cycling / sport sites like Sport24, Bicycling, Ride and The Hub SA;
o 88 television inserts, with prime time slots on ENCA, ANN7 and SABC News.
ENDS

ADDENDUM A:
CLIENT REFERENCE LETTER

ADDENDUM B:
MEDIA COVERAGE EXAMPLES ACROSS MULTIPLE CHANNELS
Newspapers

Onlines
http://ewn.co.za/2015/03/05/CT-Cycle-Tour-dubbed-the-show-you-care-solidarity-ride

http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2015/03/09/cape-cycle-tour-about-fynbos-not-the-bikes

Television
http://www.enca.com/media/video/cape-town-cycle-tour-shortened-due-blaze

Social Media

ADDENDUM C:
FEEDBACK RECEIVED FROM SPONSORS AND MEDIA
“In the face of unmitigated disaster (from an event perspective) and a developing human and natural
tragedy, what the Cape Town Cycle Tour folks created, in no time at all, was just short of miraculous.
That the few complaints they received were mere whimpers, and disappeared as quickly as they arose,
reinforced a brave series of decisions, communicated seamlessly to riders, stakeholders and the public,
that resulted in one of the most enjoyable, inclusive and rewarding of my 29 Cycle Tours.” – Tim Brink,
Ride Magazine Editor
“As a sponsor to the CTCT we witnessed the way in which the race office included and engaged with all
relevant stakeholders to most accurately decide on the best option / solution related to the fires. They
didn’t leave a single stone unturned and because of this meticulous decision making process they got all
the facts on the table and were able to make the correct decision. We were kept informed throughout
the entire process. Momentum is proud to be associated with a world class team.” – Carel Bosman,
Momentum Sponsorship Manager
“Thank you very much for your kind support and help for our media and Japanese riders. I got some
great feedback from the riders and they were impressed with the organising of the huge race. I believe
that you guys had huge pressure and challenges from the big fire in Cape Town, but you did a great job
which is why our people who are joining many international races got a great impression of Cape Town.”
– Yuka Kondo, Trade Relationship Manager for SA Tourism (Japan Office) responsible for bringing
Bicycle21 Magazine (Japan) to SA for Cycle Tour 2015
“It’s difficult to imagine what went through the mind of the organisers of the Cape Town Cycle Tour in
2015 when they heard just days before the event that they would not able to ride the usual course. What
they pulled off, in the end, was a minor miracle: An event that many described as the ‘best ever’ Cycle
Tour. By focussing their messaging on the unity of a city and the firefighters that battled the Cape Town
fires for weeks before, CTCT organisers turned a possible disaster into a huge success. Both the people of
Cape Town and the riders came out in full support, united in their understanding of the situation and
getting behind the new cause. It was a brilliant display of top class communication, a clear strategy and
finally, a faultless execution despite the numerous challenges. Chapeau CTCT.” – Mike Finch, Bicycling
Magazine Editor
“The Cape Argus was immensely proud to have been associated with the Cape Town Cycle Tour of 2015
as a headline sponsor thanks to the Show You Care Solidarity Ride. In the week leading up to the 2015
Cycle Tour the event's management team had a difficult decision to make and consulted with the cosponsors. All involved in this incredible event were emphatic that the ride be dedicated to the firefighters
and the victims of the fire. It was not only the most responsible thing to do but it was an act of
compassion and heart - making it most memorable instalment of the Cycle Tour in the long history of the
event.” – Gasant Abarder, Cape Argus Editor
“The quality of all the delivered content and press releases is absolutely superb. It's packed with so many
details … and also the way you managed that kind of "PR crisis" with the shortened route has been
extraordinary. Congratulations, you and your team did a great job!” – Axel Rabenstein, SPORTaktiv
Journalist (Austria).
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